Are any UVic funds being used to purchase this computing device?

The Technology Solutions Centre only provides assistance with institutional purchases.

Are you in a Faculty or Division exempt from AD2515?

Exempted from AD2515:
- Division of Continuing Studies
- Division of Medical Sciences
- Faculty of Education
- Faculty of Engineering
- Faculty of Fine Arts
- Faculty of Human & Social Development
- Faculty of Humanities
- Faculty of Law
- Faculty of Science
- Faculty of Social Sciences
- Faculty of Graduate Studies
- Peter B. Gustavson School of Business

You are required to buy a Standard PC. Do you have a valid technical justification for not buying a Standard PC?

Pick the Standard PC you would like from the TSC website and complete a WebReq; your order will arrive in 24-48 hours.

Do you know what computing device you want to buy?

TSC will perform Technical Review on your purchase

IP network support?

OS version suitable for enterprise use?

Meets CSA compliance?

If your computer will be storing Confidential or Highly Confidential data as defined in Policy IM7800, you must ensure it is encrypted. If you wish to use the UVic Whole Disk Encryption service, your computer must include a TPM chip.

If your computer will be procured by TSC, the product will be selected by TSC from our standard suppliers or directed to Purchasing Services for procurement.